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This research describes a prototype software navigation system that would allow a spacecraft with a small amount
of continuous propulsion to navigate low-energy trajectories. First, the desired route is described in terms of basic
orbit shapes, such as Lyapunov orbits. This sequence of orbit shapes is converted into an itinerary of spatial
boundaries that a spacecraft executing the low-energymaneuver will cross in order. A software system then employs
a guided optimization algorithm that identiﬁes the thrust angle that will maintain the desired orbit. Using this
software as a research tool, simulations have identiﬁed low-energy paths that could be used by a spacecraft with an
ion drive to perform aVenus ﬂybywithin four or ﬁve years of its launch fromEarth. This approachmakes it possible
to identify complex low-energy trajectories that rely on the gravitational effects of different two-body systems (for
instance, Earth–moon and Earth–sun) and to study the utility of continuous propulsion in ﬂying such trajectories
from Earth.
I. Introduction
T HE Interplanetary Superhighway (IPS) is a concept inspacecraft navigation where a spacecraft can travel among
planets and moons with arbitrarily small amounts of propulsion, i.e.,
no more than stationkeeping thrust. This research describes an
autonomous spacecraft navigation system for a low-thrust spacecraft
traveling the IPS.
The IPS was developed to explain observations of asteroids in
surprising orbits that resulted from multibody effects [1]. While
attaining these orbits is improbable for asteroids that truly have no
propulsion, a spacecraft with a thruster only strong enough to
overcome the unpredictable effects of solar wind, navigational error,
and computational error could choose to ﬂy orbits that asteroids only
appear in by chance.
There are several existing types of low-energy orbit planning, each
of which focuses on navigating a different area of the solar system.
The ﬁrst type investigates navigating the area near Lagrange points
and planets, using differential equations to deﬁne manifolds created
by the paths of unpropelled particles as theymove through the region
and are affected by gravity [2–4]. This type of planning is most
closely related to this project as it focuses on the same area of space
and uses similar orbit shapes. In this project, these orbits have been
used to navigate near the Earth and then enter interplanetary space.
Another type of low-energy orbit planning focuses on systems with
multiple bodies in resonant orbits. This approach creates a kick
function to characterize how much a planetary body will affect
another objects’ orbit depending on how closely they pass each other.
Although this works best in a system like themoons of Jupiter, where
orbit periods are relatively small and there are many moons with
which to interact, the studies of Ross andGrover [5] reveal principles
that are useful when low-energy spacecraft initially enter inter-
planetary space. Their method may be used to adjust the orbit of a
spacecraft so that it can reach another planet without propulsion,
although this method alone would take a prohibitively long amount
of time. A third type of low-energy orbit planning focuses on
navigating interplanetary space using gravity-assist maneuvers with
several planets. Studies in this area show that it is possible to navigate
the entire solar system through a network of gravity-assistmaneuvers
at different energy levels. Strange and Longuski demonstrate the
general principles [6], and Petropoulos et al. show how to optimize
these gravity assists [7]. Since navigation with gravity assists allows
for relatively easy low-energy access to the solar system once a
spacecraft can reach another planet, this project focuses on planning
the low-energy orbits near Earth and connecting these orbits to the
larger interplanetary gravity-assist network.
There are several instances where spacecraft have already used
low-energy orbits to great effect. TheGenesis spacecraft used a series
of Earth–sun L1 and L2 halo orbits to collect solar wind samples
[1,8]. Another example is the Hiten, a Japanese spacecraft designed
to relay signals for the Hagoromo, a smaller spacecraft that would
detach from theHiten and orbit themoon.After theHagoromo failed,
a low-energy transfer to the moon was executed, allowing the Hiten
itself to gain moon orbit, even though it had 10% less fuel than was
believed to have been needed,† making the mission a success. The
most famous use of low-energy maneuvers are the slingshot gravity
assists used byMariner 10, Pioneers 10 and 11, andVoyagers 1 and 2.
Themission lifetime for a spacecraft with a powerful rocket engine
is limited by the propellant that can be carried. A spacecraft using the
IPS would only need a thruster strong enough to overcome error.
Such a level of thrust is low enough that a spacecraft’s operation time
could plausibly be limited by parts wearing out due to aging or
radiation damage rather than by fuel limitation. This could expand
the life expectancy of spacecraft by an order of magnitude. After
receiving commands for a 100-year-long mission, the only relevant
action of the navigation system on the proposed spacecraft will be to
specify the direction to point the thruster (or perhaps turn it off) at a
given time. Here, we present an approach for this navigation system
and a limited demonstration with planar simulation. The demon-
strated navigation system could plausibly control a spacecraft
autonomously, but it has been demonstrated only for certain classes
of orbits.
We also demonstrate the connection between the IPS and low-
thrust trajectories. Spacecraft that have a thruster slightly more
powerful than required to navigate the IPS can use this additional
thrust to great effect.While this spacecraft would appear to follow the
IPS in the short term, it could choose to point its small amount of
extra thrust in a direction that could allow it to achieve low-energy
orbits that would be otherwise inaccessible. Over long periods of
time, the extra thrust could make a signiﬁcant difference in the time
needed to navigate the solar system.
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II. Method
The proposed navigation method is based on abstract spatial
descriptions of orbits, as shown in Fig. 1. The method relies on an
abstraction of the description of an orbit. A basic orbit shape is
converted into an itinerary using a system of spatial boundaries. This
itinerary is then used to compute a trajectory that satisﬁes the original
orbit shape. This trajectory may differ due to n-body effects or, as
shown in the bottom picture, continuous propulsion. Known orbit
shapes, such as heteroclinic connections and Lyapunov orbits, are
described as an ordered list of boundaries in space that a trajectory
should cross. An algorithm then identiﬁes speciﬁc initial conditions
of a trajectory that satisﬁes the itinerary. The method is implemented
by boundaries that deﬁne the supported orbits with sufﬁcient
precision to permit reliable navigation but do so abstractly enough
that trajectories of the same orbit type that differ by n-body effects
have the same description. Note that a heteroclinic connection is a
connection between two unstable orbits. In this paper, a heteroclinic
connection refers to a transfer from an Earth–moon L1 Lyapunov
orbit to an Earth–moon L2 Lyapunov orbit. For further description,
see [1].
The algorithm is autonomous in that it could be executed by an
onboard computer of the expected modest performance levels and
function with sensor data of the expected limited precision. The
speciﬁc design and requirements for such onboard sensors are
potentially a signiﬁcant research effort and are beyond the scope of
this paper. Computational reliability is the key to designing the
autonomous algorithm such that it always succeeds in precisely
navigating sensitive low-energy paths. The research behind this
paper consists of selecting and adjusting boundaries to accommodate
the supported orbits, then testing until autonomous navigation
proved effective, and incorporating the trajectory-ﬁnding algorithm
into a system that can use low-thrust propulsion.
The demonstration program developed in this project studies
methods of autonomous navigation. The programwaswritten inC++
with multithreading capabilities. The planar positions of the planets
are calculated using ellipses and represent a speciﬁc date, as given by
the equations of Schlyter [9]. The program then uses fourth-order
Runge–Kutta, as described byHut et al. [10], to track the positions of
tracer particles, as they are affected by the gravity and movement of
the planets. The user interface consists of a browser displaying
various views of the simulation region as well as several data export
ﬁles.
Note that the simulation in this program is planar. In a three-
dimensional (3-D) simulation, each of the boundary lines would
become a surface designed to accommodate 3-D orbits such as halo
orbits. Some minor correction of the continuous propulsion angle
would be needed in order to best exploit the gravity of the planets in
question as well as to properly arrive at another planet. While these
corrections would be nontrivial, the existing algorithm includes a
large portion of the calculations required for a 3-D simulation. A 3-D
simulation would also add signiﬁcantly to the computational
intensity of the problem. For these reasons, a planar simulation was
used for the purposes of study.
The following sections detail the design of the boundary system
and its use in constructing itineraries, the process by which guided
optimization ﬁnds a trajectory that satisﬁes this itinerary, and, ﬁnally,
how this system may be used to continuously calculate the thrust
angle required to ﬂy such an orbit with a continuous propulsion craft.
A. Boundary System
There are many possible constraints that could be used to describe
orbit shapes. To implement the abstraction of orbits, the algorithm
primarily uses boundary lines, which are line segments approx-
imately perpendicular to a trajectory completing the orbit. By placing
many boundary lines approximately perpendicular to the path of the
orbit shape, it is possible to describe an itinerary for the orbit shape in
terms of an ordered list of boundary line crossings. A guided
optimization algorithm ﬁnds speciﬁc initial conditions for some orbit
by simulating the divergence of many tracers, grading each tracer’s
path based on how well its path followed the speciﬁed itinerary, and
then simulating more tracers that have initial conditions close to the
one that best satisﬁed the itinerary. A spacecraft given the resulting
initial conditions, in terms of position, velocity, and thrust angle,
could ﬂy the orbit.
The number, size, length, and placement of boundaries are crucial
to the functioning of the algorithm. Between two successive
boundaries, there must be at least a few tracers that reliably reach the
next boundary in order for the algorithm to have sufﬁcient infor-
mation to ﬁnd the best initial conditions. Also, the relative placement
of the boundaries should be such that incorrect trajectories should not
only fail to cross the proper boundary but also cross a clearly
incorrect boundary. The boundary lines must be general enough to
accommodate the orbit at all different times while still being speciﬁc
enough to sufﬁciently constrain the algorithm to identify initial
conditions that produce the correct type of orbit.
Figure 2 depicts the boundary lines used to construct itineraries for
Lyapunov orbits, heteroclinic connections, and ﬂyby maneuvers in
both the Earth–moon and Earth–sun systems. The boundary lines
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were heuristically deﬁned to be abstract enough to be valid for highly
perturbed versions of the supported orbit shapes but speciﬁc enough
to keep the paths sufﬁciently on track. These lines are supplemented
by circular boundaries around planets, which detect when spacecraft
go near planets and are useful for describing ﬂyby maneuvers. The
circular boundaries around the Earth are at distances of 1, 1.5, and
20 times Earth’s diameter above Earth’s surface. Similarly, the
moon’s boundaries are at distances of 3.5, 10, and 15 times the
moon’s diameter. Circular boundaries in the moon’s area are not
implemented at the same time as the straight boundary line systems
because they overlap. The top two systems are used to describe
Lyapunovorbits and heteroclinic connections and the bottom two are
used to describe ﬂyby maneuvers.
When designing boundary systems, one method of creating an
effective system is to alternate between long easy-to-cross bound-
aries and shorter, more precise boundaries. The long boundaries
allow the algorithm to more quickly distinguish better tracers during
difﬁcult portions, and the short, speciﬁc boundaries further reﬁne
these rough orbits produced by the long boundaries. Lyapunov orbits
are one placewhere this method is helpful, resulting in the disparities
in size between boundaries 3, 4, and 5, aswell as 9, 10, and 11; 24, 25,
and 26; and 15, 16, and 17. Similarly, the difference in the sizes of the
circular boundaries near themoon also helps the algorithm ﬁnd ﬂyby
paths.
B. Guided Optimization
Figure 3 shows example cases of identifying the best tracer or
tracers for a simulation of a Lyapunov orbit. The best tracer is the one
for which the itinerary continuously matches the speciﬁed itinerary
for themost number of boundary crossings, starting at the beginning.
The boundary crossings of each tracer are listed; the highlighted
crossings are correct according to the given itinerary. Note that, to
save computational time, the algorithm ceases to simulate tracers as
soon as they cross an incorrect boundary, as the desired trajectory
completes the entire itinerary. In some cases, such as iteration 1, there
aremultiple tracers that perform equally well. The program identiﬁes
these c correct tracers. The range, r c 1, is the number of
sections of initial condition phase space that the tracers will span on
the next iteration. The top left portion of Fig. 3 shows an orbit shape
and its corresponding trajectory. The middle column shows 20
tracers, their paths, and the boundaries they crossed. The range
indicates the tracers that the algorithm identiﬁes as equally good in
terms of following most of the desired itinerary. In the third column,
the algorithm reﬁnes the positions of the tracers so that all the new
tracers lie within the range determined by the previous iteration,
allowing further reﬁnement to be made.
The initial conditions of the tracers may be different in position,
velocity, or acceleration. When considering the zero-thrust case, the
initial conditions are set by positioning the n tracers x meters apart
along the moon–L1 line and performing a minor adjustment in
velocity based on position using the Jacobi integral [11] to ensure that
each tracer has the same energy. For example,nx 500 km centered
48,000 km from the moon. When the program attempts to optimize
the direction of thrust, the tracers begin at the same position
48,000 km from themoon along themoon–L1 line and velocity set by
the Jacobi integral. The difference in direction of thrust  
2n
,
centered around synodic acceleration angle (see Sec. II.C).
When performing a reﬁnement of initial conditions, the algorithm
has c best tracers and r c 1 ranges to ﬁll (c  1 gaps and one
location off each end). Each range is split into two ranges by adding a
tracer for which the initial position, velocity, and thrust vector are the
average on the range’s original left and right tracers. This process is
repeated, splitting the range with the largest position difference
between the edge tracers, until the number of total tracers is reached.
The addition of three special case boundaries have been experi-
mentally shown to reduce the time needed for the computer to
consistently complete the itinerary. The ﬁrst type is the optional
boundary, denoted by a question mark preceding the boundary in the
itinerary. An optional boundary has two interpretations: it is a
boundary that should be crossed in some alignments of the Earth–
moon andEarth–sun systems but not others, or a boundary that, when
crossed, indicates to the algorithm that it is near the correct trajectory
(in other words, a hint). In the example shown in Fig. 4, tracer 2
would be considered better than tracer 1 because, in addition to
completing the ﬁrst n  1 elements of the itinerary, it also crossed the
Fig. 3 Example of itinerary-based optimization.
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speciﬁednth optional boundary.However, tracers 3 and 4would both
be considered equally good, and both are better than tracer 2 because
they completed the n 1 element of the itinerary, at which point the
optional boundary is irrelevant. Optional boundaries are used by the
software system in two ways. First, boundaries may be speciﬁed as
optional when it is unclear if they are necessary: some trajectories
may be correct both with andwithout a particular boundary crossing.
This is useful, for example, when the path jumps from the Earth–
moon system to the sun–Earth system. The last boundary in the
Earth–moon system should be optional to account for the relative
alignment of the systems. The second use is to assist the algorithm in
identifying a trajectory onwhich to optimize in locations where there
tend to bemany trajectories that satisfy the itinerary equallywell. The
itinerary in Fig. 4 (the actual itinerary for a Lyapunov orbit, as shown
in Fig. 3) is an example of this. Often, tracers exhibit the itinerary “1 2
3 4 5 33” (completing most of a Lyapunov orbit and then crashing
into the moon). If the algorithm at some point optimizes on “1 2 3 4 5
5”, then it will be immediately close to the correct initial conditions to
complete the Lyapunov orbit. Note that, in this case, the correct, ﬁnal
version of the itinerary does not include the optional boundary,which
is merely added to speed computation.
Sets of boundary lines may be turned on or off when the tracers
complete a portion of the itinerary with switch boundaries. For
example, if a path includes a heteroclinic connection and then later a
moon ﬂyby, the program should not have both the standard Earth–
moon boundary lines as well as the circular moon boundary lines on
at the same time, as they overlap and would interfere with each other.
The only exception to the rule that overlapping boundaries should not
be used at the same time is boundary 33, the smallest moon circular
boundary, which is turned on at the same time as the linear Earth–
moon boundary lines. Figure 3 shows a simulation inwhich this is the
case. As none of the orbits in the area need to go closer to the moon
than boundary 33, discontinuing the simulation of tracers as they get
too close to the moon saves computational time. Instead, once all the
tracers have cleared the heteroclinic connection, the now-
unnecessary standard Earth–moon boundaries are turned off and
the circular boundaries turned on.
A boundary may also be speciﬁed as a reload boundary. For
example, when the program detects that all the tracers have
successfully completed the itinerary up to that point, it will save the
positions of the tracers as they cross the boundary and then restart the
next simulation from that point to save simulation time. This type of
boundary is necessary in the zero-thrust case for long trajectories; it
prevents the computation of initial conditions from accumulating
past the point of computer precision. In the case of nonzero thrust, the
spacecraft continuously performs a similar function to a reload
boundary in order to begin simulations at its current position, as
described in the next section.
The types of boundaries are summarized in Table 1. The table
details the types of boundaries used in itineraries and how they are
used by the algorithm.
Each basic orbit shape (such as a Lyapunov orbit or a heteroclinic
connection) may be described by a speciﬁc set of boundary line
crossings, a standard itinerary. This standard itinerary may include
optional boundaries, switch boundaries, or reload boundaries that
have been shown through heuristic experimentation to make it easier
for the program to identify the correct trajectory. These standard
itineraries, shown in Table 2, are constant, including the special
boundaries, and are not changed by user input. Orbit shapes may be
converted into itineraries with the above itineraries. These orbit
shapes may only be preceded by or followed by certain other orbit
shapes.
While the language allows any orbit shape to be combined, not all
combinations yield functional orbits (performing an Earth–moon L1
Lyapunov orbit and then sun–Earth L2 Lyapunov orbit, for example,
would not work). Each orbit shape may be preceded and followed by
other orbit shapes, as detailed in Table 2. Because of the relative
alignment of the Earth–moon and sun–Earth systems, only some
orbits will work at a given time; that is, after exiting the Earth–moon
system, the spacecraft can perform either a sun–Earth L1 Lyapunov
or a sun–Earth L2 Lyapunov.
As previously mentioned, the placement, length, and number of
the boundaries have been deﬁned heuristically so that the
optimization algorithm can use them to efﬁciently and reliably ﬁnd
speciﬁc trajectories. However, there are very rare cases where the
algorithm will fail to ﬁnd the appropriate path, either because the
tracers in question have an unusually low or high amount of energy
relative towhat the boundary systemwas designed for or because the
boundaries were not speciﬁc enough to allow the algorithm to
optimize on the correct trajectory at some point. The ﬁrst case could
be solved by making the boundaries more general, while the second
would require the boundaries to bemore speciﬁc. Since, at this point,
the boundary systems cannot be further optimized, a different
approach to reliability is employed. The program can detect that it is
not making progress completing more of the itinerary if it has not
completed another point in the itinerary after three iterations of
reﬁnement. When this is the case, it will back up to the conﬁguration
three iterations before, in which the tracers were less optimized,
double the number of tracers, and continue. This is a fairly effective
Itinerary:   1 2 3 4 5 ?5 0 1 2 3 4 5 0 
Tracer 1:   1 2 3 4 5 
Tracer 2:   1 2 3 4 5 5 
Tracer 3:   1 2 3 4 5 5 0 
Tracer 4:  1 2 3 4 5 0 
Final trajectory could be 
1 2 3 4 5 5 0 1 2 3 4 5 0 
or 
1 2 3 4 5 0 1 2 3 4 5 0 
Fig. 4 Optional boundaries.
Table 1 Boundary types
Boundary
type
Representation in itinerary Meaning to the orbit Implementation
Linear Boundary line number Approximately perpendicular to the
correct direction of motion
A spacecraft that crosses the ﬁrst n 1 boundaries of the
itinerary is better than one that crosses the ﬁrst n boundaries.
Circular Boundary line number Describe ﬂyby maneuvers A spacecraft that crosses the ﬁrst n 1 boundaries of the
itinerary is better than one that crosses the ﬁrst n boundaries.
Optional ? precedes number. Used to account for relative phasing
of Earth–moon and Earth–sun
systems.
Used as optimization hint for
algorithm.
If the optional boundary is the nth element of the itinerary, a
spacecraft that crosses the ﬁrst n boundaries is better than one
that crosses the ﬁrst n  1 but worse than one that crosses
reaches the n 1 element, even if it skips the optional
boundary.
Switch d precedes number to turn off
Earth–moon linear boundaries.
g precedes number to turn on moon
circular system.
Allows appropriate boundary system
to be used in areas where two
overlap.
After all the tracers have crossed this boundary, the appropriate
set of boundary lines is turned on or off.
Reload >precedes number. Saves computational time by moving
the start of the simulation forward
in time.
After all the tracers have crossed this boundary, the program
saves their positions, velocities, and thrust angles for use as
initial conditions for the following simulation.
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way of identifying the correct trajectory. However, on a spacecraft,
this is costly in terms of computational power. For a spacecraft under
the time constraint of requiring an answer in a set amount of time, this
approach to reliability may result in an inability to calculate the
answer fast enough. Instead, it may be more efﬁcient to simply
disregard the bad simulation and continuewith the next time interval,
as described in the next section.
C. Autonomous Spacecraft Navigation System
Any spacecraft must have some propulsion to perform the
stationkeeping maneuvers necessary to ﬂy sensitive low-energy
paths. Ifmeasurements and computationwere perfect, and solarwind
could be perfectly forecast, simply pointing the spacecraft in exactly
the right direction would cause it to ﬂy the orbit. To the extent these
assumptions are notmet, stationkeeping propulsionwill be necessary
to keep the spacecraft on the desired orbit. An ion drive is a good
choice for a type of continuous propulsion that would provide the
minute amounts of thrust required.
There will also be times when the spacecraft does not need to use
all available thrust to perform stationkeeping. In these instances,
there might be a way to put the continuous propulsion to good use in
changing the spacecraft’s energy. Accelerating in the direction
opposite the spacecraft’s velocity in the synodic system is an efﬁcient
method of increasing energy and is referred to here as synodic
acceleration. This method of increasing energy is useful when the
spacecraft is attempting to climb out of a gravitywell, as it doeswhen
it begins at Earth. Spacecraft with higher energy may be able to
execute certain maneuvers that lower energy spacecraft could not.
For example, Fig. 5 shows how the addition of a small amount of
continuous propulsion can allow tracers to complete a heteroclinic
connection that was previously inaccessible. The addition of
continuous propulsion can allow spacecraft to execute maneuvers
that would not otherwise be possible.
The autonomous spacecraft navigation system acts as the
navigation computer for a spacecraft, calculating how to use con-
tinuous propulsion for both stationkeeping as well as increasing
energy when helpful to the mission. It works with the following
steps:
1) The spacecraft uses its onboard computer to projectwhere itwill
be at some time interval in the future. This interval will be t min, as
deﬁned by a safe estimate of how long the simulation will take to run.
2) The software uses the itinerary-based algorithm to calculate
how the spacecraft could best use its continuous propulsion to ﬂy the
desired route. The initial conditions of all the tracers are located at
the spacecraft’s anticipated position and differ by the direction of the
continuous thrust vector. This propulsion angle is used for the ﬁrst
t min of the simulation, and then the angle reverts to synodic
acceleration. The program optimizes the angle for the continuous
propulsion that would allow the spacecraft to ﬂy the correct route.
3) At the end of the time interval, the spacecraft arrives at the
anticipated location and reorients its thruster to the direction of
continuous propulsion it just calculated. Meanwhile, the onboard
computer repeats steps 1 and 2 for the next time interval.
This allows the spacecraft to perform stationkeeping by updating
its continuous propulsion angle to adjust for navigational errors.
Also, this method provides a balance between stationkeeping and
increasing energy. Since the majority of the path is simulated using
the synodic acceleration angle, the small time interval of variable
acceleration anglewill only differ from the assumed synodic angle by
however much is absolutely necessary to correct for the last t min
error.
Algorithmic reliability for an onboard spacecraft navigation
system is crucial. There is the possibility that a simulation error
would fail to ﬁnd a proper trajectory. In such a situation, the
spacecraft would simply use the synodic acceleration angle for the
full time interval, which will be similar to the properly calculated
angle.Amore serious possibilitywould be that a temporary hardware
malfunction of some kind would send the spacecraft offtrack enough
that it would not be possible to recover the correct path with the
available amount of propulsion. The likelihood of this occurring can
be reduced by increasing the frequency at which the spacecraft
updates its path. Using the software system, the simulated spacecraft
will go off track with an update time of t > 60 min. However, with a
update time of t 30 min (meaning that the simulated spacecraft
updates its propulsion angle every 30min), a desktop computer could
successfully simulate 12 h worth of spacecraft time in about 3 min: a
speedup of 240  real time. Of course, a deployed spacecraft’s
hardware and the software simulation program would be completely
different. The spacecraft would also be running other systems that
would require computational time, making it difﬁcult to determine
the computational power required for the software to run with
sufﬁcient accuracy in real time. An in-depth study of computer
speed, update time, and required navigation accuracy is the subject of
future research. However, the current results indicate that the
spacecraft could be reasonably expected to safely simulate its own
required propulsion angles.
An interesting concept revealed by this study is the tradeoff
between computational power and additional fuel. If a spacecraft
updates its acceleration angle more frequently, it will be reducing
navigation error each time. This results in an acceleration angle
Table 2 Standard itineraries
Orbit Shape Abbreviation Itinerary Preceded by Followed By
Earth–moon L1 Lyapunov EML1 ?0 1 2 3 4 5 ?5 EML1 EML1, EMHC
Earth–moon L2 Lyapunov EML2 ?9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 8 EMHC, EML2 EML2, Trans.
Earth–moon heteroclinic connection EMHC 0, 7, 8, 6, 0, 7, 8 EML1 EML2, Trans.
Transition between Earth–moon
and sun–Earth
Trans. ?9, 10, 11, 12, ?dg13 EML2, EMHC SEL1 or SEL2
Sun–Earth L1 Lyapunov SEL1 >21, 22, 23, 24, ?25, 26, ?26 Trans., SEL1, SEL2 SEL1 SEL2, MF, EF
Sun–Earth L2 Lyapunov SEL2 >15, ?16, 17, 18, 19, 20, ?20 Trans., SEL1, SEL2 SEL1 SEL2, MF, EF
Moon ﬂyby MF 35, 34, 33, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35 SEL1, SEL2, EF EF
Earth ﬂyby EF 30, 29, 28, 27, 28, 29, 30 SEL1, SEL2, EF MF
Earth- Moon L1
 Moon 
Earth
No Propulsion 
With Propulsion 
Fig. 5 Using continuous propulsion to increase energy.
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closer to the synodic acceleration angle. Spacecraft with more
computational power will therefore make more effective use of
available fuel.
While increasing the energy of the spacecraft is, in general, a good
idea, it is possible that speciﬁc trajectories might beneﬁt more from
using their available propulsion to accelerate in a direction other than
opposite the spacecraft’s synodic velocity. Analyzing and incor-
porating this circumstance into the simulation is a topic of future
research.
III. Results
Reaching another planet with low-energy orbits and minimal
propulsion is challenging. Using this software system, a number of
highly eccentric low-energy orbits were identiﬁed that could put the
spacecraft on a path for Venus, the transit point for many other
gravity-assist maneuvers. As spacecraft exit the Earth’s neighbor-
hood for the ﬁrst time, they have the unique opportunity to interact
with the Earth–moon system in such a way that they diverge from
Earth’s orbit as much as possible.
Several unpropelled exit strategies, shown in Fig. 6, were chosen
in which the tracers interact with both the Earth and the moon during
their departure from the region. Theﬁve exit strategies aremaneuvers
that interact with the Earth–moon system for the last time when
leaving from the area. Thesemaneuvers are evaluated for their ability
to allow spacecraft to reach other planets. As the tracers enter
interplanetary space, the system calculates and records their orbits
around the sun. The results of these calculations are shown in Fig. 7.
The goal is for the tracer’s orbits’ perihelion to the sun to be closer
than Venus’ aphelion. Note that the most effective exit strategy, the
heteroclinic connection, moon gravity-assist, Earth ﬂyby, is able to
change a tracer’s orbit by about half of the amount needed to interact
with Venus. While this is a signiﬁcant distance for an unpropelled
maneuver, it is nevertheless only halfway to the destination. Consider
that in interplanetary space there are few available low-energy
maneuvers a spacecraft can use to further change its orbit. However,
the research results indicate that small amounts of continuous
propulsion could greatly decrease the transit time for the spacecraft to
ﬁnish changing its orbit.
Consider a small spacecraft propelled by an ion drive and
generating power with solar panels. Assume there are 0:25 m2 of
solar panels dedicated to the ion drive, in total yielding 114 W, and
25 kg of propellant lasting for 10 years or 3:15  103 s. Using the
power of the solar panel to calculate the velocity of the propellant
exiting the ion drive, P 1=2dm=dtv2, so 114 W 1=2
25 kg=3:15  103 sv2 and v 53 km=s, which is reasonable for
an ion drive. The force exerted is
F dM
dt
v 25 kg
3:15  103 s
53 km
s
 4:3  103 N
and for a spacecraft of mass 130 kg, the resulting acceleration is
6:5  105 m=s2. A spacecraft can quickly decrease its perihelion by
directing this propulsion in its direction of motion in the sun–Venus
system. These simulations show, as indicated in Fig. 7, that it would
take only 1.5 additional years of continuous propulsion for the
spacecraft’s perihelion radius to equal Venus’s aphelion radius. With
proper phasing, this research indicates that a spacecraft could reach
Venus using only low-energy orbits and minute amounts of
continuous propulsion within four or ﬁve years of its launch from
Earth.
Once a spacecraft reaches another planet, it can perform a gravity
assist. One example is the famous VEEGA (Venus–Earth–Earth
gravity assist) used by the Galileo spacecraft and other maneuvers
described by Petropoulos et al. [7], which allow spacecraft to reach
the rest of the solar system.
IV. Analysis of Method
This method can be extended to include any minor effect that can
be programmed. This is in contrast with some of the more
mathematically intensivemethods, where perturbationsmust be built
into the mathematical formulation of the equations or patched in
later, which is often difﬁcult and sometimes impossible to do. For
example, if signals from a millisecond pulsar are being used for
navigation, this system could be coded to terminate tracers where a
planet blocks the signal from the pulsar. It would also be possible to
test different types of continuous propulsion using this method. For
example, solar sails could be simulated by only allowing tracers’
thrust to go downwind. The software could be easily modiﬁed to
accommodate other constraints such as communication, radiation,
orientation, and heat restraints for the spacecraft.
The boundary line systems can be extended to include some, but
not all, additional types of orbits. Boundary lines and itineraries
could be constructed for heteroclinic connection and Lyapunov
orbits through many planet–sun combinations and, probably, a more
complex set through the orbital system of Jupiter or Saturn and its
moons. However, certain ﬂyby orbits (such as described in [12])
would be difﬁcult for this method to identify because the maneuver
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Fig. 6 Exit strategies.
Fig. 7 Reaching Venus with low-energy orbits.
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depends on orbital phasing that is not easily represented by spatial
boundary lines deﬁned in the rotational framework of a pair of
astronomical bodies. These orbits are currently planned using the
invariantmanifoldmethod, but thatmethod uses human judgment for
selecting orbital geometry as opposed to itineraries that could be
executed incrementally by a spacecraft computer.
The method described here could become part of a more
comprehensive orbit planning environment. Some routes are only
possiblewhen certain phase relationships exist between different sets
of two-body systems. A more complex navigation program could
include this method coupled with automatic phase relationship
calculation. The existing method can calculate thrust angle as a
spacecraft transitions between different two-body systems, but a
method to determine if such a transition exists at the given time has
not yet been studied.
Since it is possible to construct itineraries out of different types of
constraints, it should be possible to create an autonomous spacecraft
navigation system for low-thrust spacecraft ﬂying low-energy orbits
that is not based only on boundary lines. One possibility is that
sections of invariant manifold could be used as the elements of an
itinerary. While it would be difﬁcult, and in some situations
impossible, to account for all perturbations, it would expand the
maneuvers available in cases that included only limited pertur-
bations. The software system could employ the appropriate method
(spatial boundaries or invariant manifold adherence) based on
characteristics of the present portion of the trajectory. A system that
incorporated bothmethods could potentially retain autonomy and the
ability to calculate low thrust at the same time as expanding the
repertoire of available orbit maneuvers.
The itinerary-based algorithm has many advantages when used
from the perspective of researching low-energy orbits affected by
many perturbations. The method of describing orbits in terms of
spatial itineraries is an interesting concept that could be more widely
incorporated into other methods of orbit planning.
V. Potential Applications
This research’s approachmay enable new types of spacemissions.
One scenario that would beneﬁt signiﬁcantly by this autonomous
navigation algorithmmight involve large booster launches of dozens
of microsatellites, each of which is propelled by a solar sail or small
ion drive. The operations center could give the microsatellites
commands to populate the Earth’s environment in a speciﬁc way.
While these commands could be given to dozens of spacecraft in a
reasonable time, monitoring and controlling the orbit of dozens of
spacecraft could burden the operational resources on Earth. With the
autonomous navigation approach, the dozens of spacecraft could
navigate for years with only minimal contact with Earth.
Another potential use of low-energy orbits would be to aid in the
transit of heavy spacecraft, such as unmanned supply crafts or cargo
crafts for asteroid mining. Since these paths take longer to execute
than traditional methods, these supply craft could be launched ahead
of the primary mission and then wait in orbit near the destination.
This methodwould allow larger-scalemissions in remote parts of the
solar system because of the increased availability of materials. In the
case of asteroid mining, low-energy orbits could provide a cost-
effective method for transportation across vast distances with heavy
cargos.
VI. Conclusions
Amethod has been developed to abstractly describe orbits in terms
of their spatial characteristics. This method has been incorporated
into an optimization algorithm capable of identifying the initial
conditions of a trajectory that correspond to an input orbit itinerary.
The use of continuous propulsion has been explored and incor-
porated into a concept design for a software system that could operate
autonomously on a spacecraft. This system would be capable of
identifying the appropriate thrust angle to perform stationkeeping in
real time as well as increasing the energy of the spacecraft when
useful. This systemhas been used to investigate both unpropelled and
propelled methods of changing a spacecraft’s orbit, and initial results
indicate that a spacecraft could reach Venus in four or ﬁve years of its
launch from Earth with minimal propulsion while ﬂying identiﬁed
low-energy trajectories.
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